Acne Removing Instrument‐AMB416
This product is suitable for those just formed acnes. According to the past experience, you know that small red
dot or uncomfortable place on skin will probably grow whelk. In this case, please use this product immediately
which will weaken or eliminate acne in 24 hours.
Please use it for 2.5minutes every time, in 12‐24hours 2‐3times. This product can shorten the cycle of acne
obviously, giving back you a salubrious face. What’s more, the shorter the cycle of acne is, the more difficult the
scars stay.
Most of the acne will get better after we use this product for the first time. If necessary, please use this product
again to do treatment after 4‐12hours. You can do three times treatment in the morning, at night and in the
second day morning respectively.
Don’t squeeze acne which has no effect on curing acne but leaves scar in the skin easily. Blackhead or whitehead
is not acne which is not suitable for using this product.
There’s no curative effect to use this product if the acne is not in its one or two days’ duration of germination and
inflammation become serious. It is better to cure acne earlier.
Operation
Unplug the head cover. Dip a piece of clean cloth into some suds or alcohol and then wipe up the treatment head
(please clean the treatment head before every time’s use)
This product only applies to acne treatment.
Step 1 install batteries
Push down the battery cover on the back of the product. Put one piece of AA battery into it. Please notice the
polarity of the battery, don’t put it reversed.
Step 2 press on‐off key
The product runs with the voice of “bi”. At this time, the green power indicator light will light up, and blue
working indicator light starts to flicker (once every two seconds). The treatment head begin warming.
Step 3 Product makes a warning tone to start treatment (after 30 seconds or so)
At this time, the blue working indicator light turns into high frequency blinking (three times every two seconds).
Meanwhile, the product reminds you that treatment head’s temperature is ok for starting treatment with a
prompt voice “Bi‐Bi‐Bi”.
Step 4 press work key
Blue light turns blinking into permanent bright. At this time, the treatment head issues blue light. Product
reminds you that it starts to conduct the treatment timing with the prompt voice “Bi‐Bi” every 6 seconds.
Step 5 put the treatment head on acne
Put the treatment head on acne gently (don’t press greatly, otherwise it will prolong the time of red dot
disappearing)
About 2.5 minutes later, take away the product from the acne until the end of therapy. At this time, product will
automatically enter into the state of step 3 ‐‐‐ waiting (wait for 15 seconds). If you need to treat another acne,

press the work key starting another acne’s treatment.
Press on‐off key again to turn off the product after complete all of therapy.
Tips:
●When the product is under the state of waiting (the blue indicator light gleams in high frequency) and if you
don’t press the work key in 15 seconds, the product will turn off automatically so as to reduce battery
depletion.
●In work procedure, the product will stop working if the battery power is not enough. The green indicator light
starts to gleam. The product will turn off automatically after 5 seconds.
●After treatment, there may be some red dots on the skin where contacted the treatment head which is a
normal phenomenon. The red dots will disappear after several hours.
●In 4‐24 hours after first treatment, you’ll find the acne became smaller and color fading.
Matters need attention
●Keep the product away from water
●Don’t use it on eyes and lips.
●Don’t let children use this product.
●Please clean the treatment head before every time’s use.
●Don’t overuse it.
●If the acne became more serious after using this product, please stop using it and consult dermatologist.
●If your skin is very sensitive to heat, please do not use this product which treats acne using a certain
temperature. And please test the skin reaction in the arm before use.
Maintenance
●This product shouldn’t be stored in places like high temperature, humidity or sunlight exposure.
●Avoid product falling down. This product is so sophisticated that falling down may damage the function of the
product.
●Dip a piece of clean cloth into some suds or alcohol and then wipe up the treatment head (please clean the
treatment head before every time use)
Sweet tips
●The hair on face may interfere the complete contact between product and acne.
●If your skin is very white, there may appear red dots more easily after treatment.
In most cases, appearing red dots is normal which won’t be harm to the skin. If your skin is very sensitive,
please stop using and consult the dermatologist.

